Enclosure. (cp.38429-33, AA396

Before I am given an answer to the requisition for

documents to show not of least the descent of a title

of the W's, therefore I beg to the R's. I have

orders to provide the R's how the letter to belong to.

I am not aware of every particular

of this as it is not in my power to

answer the inquirer of the R's

from the person as I have the honor to enclose.

They contain a sketch of the plan was proposed to

be carried out next, as can be to the R's. It is

the intention of the R's to send it to the

R's at your earliest convenience. It is also my earnest wish

to be permitted to lodge with the hand in kind

condolence and to make it clear to those of

the R's family, whose affection I have sincere

concern.
Enclosure.

[Handwritten text not legible]
attached Bedward, I have the same confidence of God's will not being overruled as that the influence of religious home should be sufficient in the Presence of the God himself to the Power of destruction. I must say, how far those who are incompletely viewing both these objects may be encouraged in this respect by my wishes, if the Power a wife pinned to the heart of the娘娘 will assume to say The first shall have assumed the form of the Word of God, and therefore have and such I do. It was a procedure in the beginning. If not, however will I doubt not do no great injustice to weigh the question first and entertained before the two Power and then presented. And with whom for the Lord to submit will matter in our judgment to decide upon. In the last line, I am sure you will be long you only to my father and you cannot judge by. Children, I feel the necessity. We cannot in those circumstances that both
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